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Vita-Mix Portion Blending System 

 
General Operating Instructions: 

1. Uncoil equipment cord and plug machine into a 120 volt, 15 amp dedicated circuit. Do not use 

an extension cord. 

2. Turn machine on.  On/Off switch is located on the back of the machine. 

3. Lift cover off ice bin and add ice.  ONLY add ice to the ice bin.  Use cubed or crushed ice, do 

not use block ice.  ALWAYS unplug the machine before reaching inside the ice bin. 

 Make sure mark on lid lines up with mark on ice bin; if marks don’t align the shaver will 

not run due to a safety feature. 

4. Add all other ingredients into the blender canister.  For best results add liquid ingredients first. 

5. Place canister on the motor base. 

6. Push the Shave Only button (snowflake icon) to manually add ice to the blender canister.  

Shaved ice will be added to canister as long as the button is held down, to stop adding ice, 

release the button. 

7. Push the Blend Only button (canister icon) to manually run the blender.  The motor will run as 

long as the button is held down, to stop the motor, release the button.   

 The blender speed can be adjusted with the up & down arrows (while the Blend Only 

button is being held down).  Speed will increase/decrease in 1% increments up to 

100% (highest speed) or down to 7% (lowest speed).   

8. NOTE: the Start/Stop button also runs the blender.  Push it once to start the motor, push it 

again to stop the motor.  You do not need to hold the button down for the motor to run.  Using 

Start/Stop rather than Blend Only allows you to add shaved ice to the blender while the motor 

is running. 

 Push Start/Stop to engage the blender motor, then push & hold the Shave Only button 

to add the desired amount of ice, release button to stop adding ice.  Once desired 

consistency has been reached, push Start/Stop to turn off the motor. 

 
Using the machine pre-sets: 
*With these options all you have to do is add the corresponding amount of liquid and ingredients to 

the canister and the machine will add the necessary amount of shaved ice and run the blender for a 

set amount of time. 
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1. Based on the pre-set, add the appropriate amount of liquid and other desired ingredients into 

the blender canister. 

2. Place canister on motor base. 

3. Push the button (1 – B) of the pre-set you wish to use.  This will engage the machine and it will 

run for one full cycle. 

4. After the cycle has finished, if you would like to alter the consistency of the mix you can use 

the Shave Only and Blend Only buttons. 

 

Trouble Shooting: 

1. Always check power to be sure the machine is getting enough to run properly.  If you are using 

an extension cord, eliminate it and plug the machine in directly.  Also insure the machine is the 

ONLY thing in use on this 15 amp circuit. 

2. If the ice shaver isn’t working, make sure the lid of the ice bin is correctly positioned (its mark 

aligned with mark on the bin) & completely flush with the lip of the bin.  A safety feature 

prevents the shaver from running if the lid is not properly closed. 

3. Avoid using bagged ice that has been stored in a freezer at an extremely low temperature.  

Use of this type of ice may result in freeze-up of the shaver.  Ice from an ice-making machine 

works best with the machine. 
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 If shaver freezes-up turn off and unplug machine.  Remove ice from ice bin.  Make sure 

ice isn’t clumped together, add fresh ice. 

4. In the event the blender motor overheats, follow the machine prompts.  It will instruct you to 

remove the canister and run the motor until it has cooled.  Generally this takes about a minute. 

5. Having trouble?  We have an on-call technician available to our rental customers.  If after following 

the above instructions you require assistance with the equipment, call 612-436-1499. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


